12 Turf Renovation Without Tillage — Prof. Glover Triplett of the Ohio Agricultural Research and Development Center has been able to successfully renovate turf areas by spraying herbicides to kill existing vegetation.

14 Fungicide Report — A short report covering most of the major companies on the market with one or more fungicides, including a page of color turf disease pictures.

22 Aquatic Weed Control Report — A survey of the three methods of aquatic weed and algae control — biological, mechanical and chemical — and what companies have a product on the market in this area.

30 Operation Duckweed — Recreation had come to a stop on the Black Warrior River near Birmingham in Alabama because of the prolific aquatic duckweed. How the problem was solved is explained.

38 Forklifts Cut Landscaping Costs — Using rough-terrain forklifts for palletized sod has given a Chicago contractor faster work and controlled costs on his landscape projects.

The Cover — Duckweed growth (story on page 28) consists of myriad individual plants which form a choking mass, cutting off light and oxygen and endangering fish life.
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